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Abstract: A new dynamic model for an induction motor (IM) in abc machine variables is proposed in this work.
This model is able to represent asymmetrical stator core faults (SCF) by modelling them as the variation of the
equivalent core loss resistance per phase. One model in qd0 variables and another one in sequence components
are deduced and used as tools to analyse and simulate SCF. It is demonstrated that there is a good correlation
between SCF severity and the magnitude of the IM stator negative sequence current, impedance and power. The
comparison of simulation and experimental results suggests the validity of the theoretical proposal.
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1 Introduction
Stator core faults (SCF) in electrical machines are not as
common as those in stator windings. However, costs and
repair time of the first ones are much higher [1–3]. For
this reason identifying faults causes may be of interest as
well as developing strategies to detect them.

Two main causes for SCF are: core melting because of
ground fault currents and interlaminar insulation failure
[1, 4, 5]. The first one may cause important damage on the
core, which would result in an irreversible failure. The
second one may be caused by [6]: core abrasion because of
the action of strange particles during manufacturing,
inspection and/or repair processes; lamination and/or
winding vibration; manufacturing defects in lamination
and/or in the interlaminar insulation material; and stator–
rotor rub during assembly and operation.

There are many off-line methods to detect SCF [7–15].
On-line methods, in general, are widely used because of
their low implementation cost since they do not require
line production interruption or motor disassembly to detect
faults. These methods have been used to detect stator
Electr. Power Appl., 2010, Vol. 4, Iss. 8, pp. 591–602
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winding turn faults and broken rotor bars [16–21],
airgap eccentricity [19, 22] and mechanical load faults
[23]. Unfortunately, according to [1], there are no
on-line methods available to detect SCF in induction
motors (IM) yet.

Based on previous works, the first step in obtaining an
on-line fault diagnosis method is the modelling of IM
faults. Since SCF produce core loss variations, it is
possible to model them as changes in the equivalent core
loss resistance (RFe). This resistance, as proposed in [24],
allows representing only core losses symmetrically
distributed among the three phases. This model has been
widely used in the area of motor control to compensate
the detuning effects caused by core losses [24, 25], for
example in [26] an on-line core loss resistance estimator
was proposed. In addition, a diagnosis strategy for
symmetrical SCF based on the previous model was
proposed by the authors in [27].

However, in general, the core faults are asymmetrical
distributed. Therefore the main objective of this work is
obtaining an IM dynamic model in abc variables to
represent asymmetrical SCF. The model proposed in this
591
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paper is an extension of the model presented in [24]. Here
the increase of core losses because of an SCF asymmetrical
distributed among the three phases are considered. This
increase is taken into account by incorporating three new
parameters (DRFea, DRFeb and DRFec) in the IM model.

In order to obtain a simulation model, the equations in qd0
stationary reference frame are deduced from the abc model.
The equations for the steady-state model in sequence
components and in an equivalent circuit are also obtained.
The steady-state model allows evaluating the correlation
between both the negative sequence stator current and the
negative sequence impedance with the SCF severity. Both
models can be used as tools to analyse and develop new
fault diagnosis strategies.

This work is organised as follows: in Section 2 a new IM
model in abc variables that includes SCF is proposed; the
deduction processes to obtain the qd0 model is also
presented in this section. In Section 3 an IM steady-state
model in sequence components are presented. Section 4
displays experimental and simulation results that validate
the theoretical proposal. Section 5 draws the main
conclusions. In addition, in the Appendix a brief
description of the method used by the authors to generate
SCF during the experiments is presented.

2 IM dynamic model considering
SCF
As it was proposed in [28] iron losses in a magnetic core can
be represented by the combination of the equivalent
hysteresis resistance and equivalent eddy current resistance
that yield an equivalent core loss resistance (RFe). In the
cited paper a detailed physical interpretation of the
modelled phenomenon is included.
2
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The same concept proposed in [28] was used in [24–26,
29, 30] to include the core losses in the IM dynamic model
with the objective of improving the performance of the
machine controller.

From the equivalent circuit proposed in [29], which
represents core losses symmetrically distributed among the
three phases, a new equivalent circuit, shown in Fig. 1, is
proposed in this paper. In this figure, the stator is
represented as a stationary circuit (in the figure this is
indicated as v ¼ 0) and the rotor as a rotating circuit (vr),
both magnetically coupled. The power dissipated in the
stator core under normal operation conditions of the IM,
for each phase, is represented by the power dissipated in
RFe (rated value of the equivalent core loss resistance). The
circuit parameters DRFea, DRFeb and DRFec represent the
variations of the RFe in the corresponding phase. These
parameters allow representing non-uniformly distributed
core losses.

Variations of the per-phase core losses, and
therefore DRFea, DRFeb and DRFec , between a determined
range could be normal in healthy condition of IM. These
variations are due to constructional inherent asymmetries
such as the rolling direction of the iron sheet [31, 32].
Also, the per-phase core losses can vary during the operation
of the machine because of temperature variations [33] or
stress (axial and radial) in the core [6, 34]. The variation of
core losses outside the range of inherent asymmetries
variations would represent an SCF.

An SCF usually generates non-uniformly distributed core
losses. Using the model proposed in this paper it is possible to
locate SCF into the stator core by adequately valuating
DRFea, DRFeb and DRFec parameters.
Figure 1 IM equivalent circuit in abc variables, considering asymmetrical SCF
IET Electr. Power Appl., 2010, Vol. 4, Iss. 8, pp. 591–602
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An SCF means an increase in core losses, therefore the
total equivalent core loss resistance for each phase
(RFe + DRFe(·)) must decrease. Consequently, DRFea, DRFeb

and DRFec take negative values, with magnitude depending
on the fault severity (see [27, 35]) and the location of the
fault into the stator core. The relation between core losses
and the SCF locations was shown in [36].

2.1 IM equations in abc variables

The stator and rotor voltage equations can be obtained from
Fig. 1, as follows

V abcs =
d

dt
cabcs1 + Rsiabcs1 + RFeiabcs1 − RFeiabcs2

+ DRFeiabcs1 − DRFeiabcs2

0 = d

dt
cabcs2 + RFeiabcs2 − RFeiabcs1 + DRFeiabcs2

− DRFeiabcs1

V abcr =
d

dt
cabcr + Rriabcr

(1)

where

V abcs = vas vbs vcs

[ ]T
; V abcr = var vbr vcr

[ ]T

iabcs1 = ias1 ibs1 ics1

[ ]T
; iabcs2 = ias2 ibs2 ics2

[ ]T

iabcr = iar ibr icr

[ ]T

cabcs1 = cas1 cbs1 ccs1

[ ]T
; cabcs2 = cas2 cbs2 ccs2

[ ]T

cabcr = car cbr ccr

[ ]T

Rs = RsI 3x3; Rr = Rr I 3x3

RFe = RFeI 3x3

DRFe = diag DRFea DRFeb DRFec

[ ]
(2)

Subscripts 1 and 2 represent variables related with stator
mesh 1 and 2 in the Fig. 1; subscripts s, r and Fe indicate
stator, rotor and iron-related variables, respectively; all rotor
variables in (1) are referred to the stator side of the
machines; v, i and c represent instantaneous voltages,
currents and fluxes, respectively, R represents resistances,
I 3x3 indicates the 3 by 3 identity matrix and superscript T
represents the transpose matrix.

The stator and rotor fluxes equations for the IM are

cabcs1 = X lsiabcs1

cabcs2 = X msiabcs2 + X sriabcr

cabcr = X lriabcr + X mriabcr + X rsiabcs2

(3)
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where

X ls = vbLlsI 3x3; X lr = vbLlrI 3x3

X ms = X mr = vbLm
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Subscripts l and m indicate leakage and magnetising
inductances, respectively, L and X represent inductance and
reactance, respectively. ur and vb represent the rotor
position and the base electrical angular frequency,
respectively.

The electromagnetic torque can be calculated in abc
variables as in [37]

Te =
1

vb

( )
P

2

( )
(iabcs2)T ∂

∂ur

[X sr]iabcr (4)

where P is the number of poles of the IM and ∂/∂ur

represents the partial derivative with respect to the rotor
position.

2.2 IM equations in qd0 variables

In order to obtain a simulation model, the equations in qd0
stationary reference frame will be deduced from the abc
model.

By transforming (1) and (3) to the stationary reference
frame [37], the IM equations in qd0 variables can be
expressed as

V qd0s =
1

vb

d

dt
cqd0s1 + Rsiqd0s1 + RFe(iqd0s1 − iqd0s2)

+ DRFeqd0(iqd0s1 − iqd0s2) (5)

0= 1

vb

d

dt
cqd0s2 +RFe(iqd0s2 − iqd0s1)+DRFeqd0(iqd0s2 − iqd0s1)

(6)

V qd0r =
vr

vb

( )
Jcqd0r +

1

vb

d

dt
cqd0r +Rriabcr (7)
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where

J =
0 −1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦

The flux equations are

cqd0s1 = X lsqd0iqd0s1

cqd0s2 = X msqd0iqd0s2 + X srqd0iqd0r

cqd0r = X lrqd0iqd0r + X mrqd0iqd0r + X rsqd0iqd0s2

(8)

where

X lsqd0 = vbLlsI 3x3

X lrqd0 = vbLlrI 3x3

X msqd0 = vbMdiag 1 1 0
[ ]

X mrqd0 = vbMdiag 1 1 0
[ ]

M = 3

2
Lm; vr =

d

dt
ur

X srqd0 = vbMdiag 1 1 0
[ ]

The matrix that represents core loss variations in qd0 variables
is given by (see (9))

The electromagnetic torque in qd0 variables can be calculated
by substituting the transformed variables into (4), yielding

Te =
3

2

( )
P

2

( )
Xm

vb

( )
(iqs2id r − id s2iqr) (10)

where iqs2 and id s2 are the quadrature and direct components
of iqd0s2, respectively; iqr and id r are the quadrature and direct
components of iqd0r, respectively.

The simulation model used in Section 4 to analyse the
effects of the IM SCF was obtained by reorganising the
previous equations.

Some comments are submitted below to facilitate the
understanding of the physical interpretation of the
proposed model.
4
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† When core losses are non-uniformly distributed (DRFea,
DRFeb and DRFec are not equal), (9) is a non-symmetrical
full matrix and generates the fourth term in (5).

† When core losses are uniformly distributed, (9) is a
diagonal matrix with equal entries in its diagonal and the
fourth term of (5) can be combined with the third one
yielding the same model presented in [29].

† If core losses phenomenon are not considered (RFe � 1),
the third and fourth terms are zero yielding the conventional
dynamic IM model [37].

From the previous considerations, it can be remarked that
the conventional dynamic IM model [37] and the model
proposed in [29] are particular cases of the model proposed
in this paper.

3 IM steady-state model
sequence components
The main objective of this section is to analyse the effect of
SCF on the variables of the IM in steady state at rated
frequency. For this reason, a new steady-state model in
sequence components is presented in this section. This
model can be obtained from the IM dynamic model in abc
variables presented in Section 2 and by applying the
symmetrical-components method. It consists in representing
a set of variables called sequence components ( f +−0) in
terms of the three-phase variables ( f abc) [38], as follows

f +−0 = S−1f abc (11)

where

f abc = fa fb fc

[ ]T

f +−0 = f+ f− f0
[ ]T

S =
1 1 1

a2 a 1

a a2 1

⎡
⎢⎣

⎤
⎥⎦; S−1 = 1

3

1 a a2

1 a2 a

1 1 1

⎡
⎢⎣

⎤
⎥⎦

a = ej23p

(12)

where f is a generic instantaneous variable that represents
voltages, currents or fluxes. The subscripts +, 2 and 0
represent the positive, negative and zero sequence
components, respectively.
DRFeqd0 = 2

3

DRFea +
1

4
DRFeb +

1

4
DRFec

��
3

√

4

( )
(DRFeb − DRFec) DRFea −

1

2
DRFeb −

1

2
DRFec

( )
��
3

√

4

( )
(DRFeb − DRFec)

3

4

( )
(DRFeb + DRFec) −

��
3

√

2

( )
(DRFeb − DRFec)

1

2
DRFea −

1

4
DRFeb −

1

4
DRFec

( )
−

��
3

√

4

( )
(DRFeb − DRFec)

1

2

( )
(DRFea + DRFeb + DRFec)

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(9)
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If the transformation (12) is applied to (1) and (3), and the
IM is considered as working at sinusoidal steady state (see
[38]), the following equations can be obtained

Ṽ +s = Z̃sĨ+s1 + (RFe + DRFe)(Ĩ+s1 − Ĩ+s2 + Ĩ+f )

Ṽ −s = Z̃sĨ−s1 + (RFe + DRFe)(Ĩ−s1 − Ĩ−s2 + Ĩ−f )

Ṽ 0s = Z̃sĨ 0s1 + (RFe + DRFe)(Ĩ 0s1 − Ĩ 0s2 + Ĩ 0f )

(13)

0 = jveM(Ĩ+s2 + Ĩ+r) + (RFe + DRFe)
(
Ĩ+s2 − Ĩ+s1 − Ĩ+f

)
0 = jveM(Ĩ−s2 + Ĩ−r) + (RFe + DRFe)

(
Ĩ−s2 − Ĩ−s1 − Ĩ−f

)
0 = (RFe + DRFe)(Ĩ 0s2 − Ĩ 0s1 − Ĩ 0f ) (14)

0 = Rr

s
+ jveLlr

( )
Ĩ+r + jveM(Ĩ+s2 + Ĩ+r)

0 = Rr

2 − s
+ jveLlr

( )
Ĩ−r + jveM(Ĩ−s2 + Ĩ−r)

(15)

where

Z̃s = Rs + jveLls

1

s
= ve

ve − vr

;
1

2 − s
= ve

ve + vr

DRFe =
1

3
(DRFea + DRFeb + DRFec)

(16)

ve andvr represent the electrical angular frequency and the rotor
angular speed, respectively. Ṽ and Ĩ represent the phasors of the
voltage and current, respectively, and can be represented as

Ṽ = �V
��
2

√
ejaV ; Ĩ = �I

��
2

√
ejaI

�V and �I represent RMS values of the sinusoidal voltage and
current, respectively; a is the phase of the phasor.

SCF currents Ĩ+f , Ĩ−f and Ĩ 0f are given by (see (17))

It can be seen in (17) that the SCF currents are a consequence
of the equivalent core loss resistance variation per phase or the
asymmetries due to SCF. The existence of an SCF produces a
coupling between the different sequence currents that can be
appreciated in (17), which in turns affects (13).

The equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2 represents the IM
model in sequence components. It can be obtained by
Electr. Power Appl., 2010, Vol. 4, Iss. 8, pp. 591–602
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inspection from (13) to (15). The SCF currents are
represented by three current sources in this circuit. SCF
can be analysed and evaluated in this circuit through
analysing the current injected by the current sources and by
the variation of DRFe (16).

It is interesting to observe in Fig. 2 that even when Ṽ −s is
zero (balanced supply voltage), Ĩ−s1 is not zero under SCF
conditions. That is due to the coupling phenomenon
mentioned above. Then, it can be concluded that Ĩ−s1 can
represent the SCF severity.

From a practical point of view, it is possible to measure
Ĩ−s1 with the objective of estimating the SCF severity
when Ṽ −s is zero. Another way to estimate the SCF
severity is to calculate the impedance from Ṽ −s and Ĩ−s1,
when voltage is unbalanced. It is worth mentioning that,
the sensitivity of this impedance with respect to unbalance
supply voltage amplitude is not important.

It is well known that similar effects than those generated
by SCF are produced by winding turn faults and high-
resistance electrical connection [39, 40]. In the opinion of
the authors, one possibility in an attempt to discriminate
the effects of each fault is extending the analysis of the
impedance matrix done in [41] and/or the analysis of
Ĩ−s1 done in [39].

Figure 2 IM equivalent circuits in sequence components
considering asymmetrical SCF
Ĩ+f = (DRFea + a2DRFeb + aDRFec)(Ĩ−s1 − Ĩ−s2) + (DRFea + aDRFeb + a2DRFec)(Ĩ 0s1 − Ĩ 0s2)

3(RFe + DRFe)

Ĩ−f = (DRFea + aDRFeb + a2
DRFec)(Ĩ+s1 − Ĩ+s2) + (DRFea + a2

DRFeb + aDRFec)(Ĩ 0s1 − Ĩ 0s2)

3(RFe + DRFe)

Ĩ 0f = (DRFea + a2DRFeb + aDRFec)(Ĩ+s1 − Ĩ+s2) + (DRFea + aDRFeb + a2DRFec)(Ĩ−s1 − Ĩ−s2)

3(RFe + DRFe)

(17)
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4 Experimental validation
The experimental set-up is briefly introduced in the following
section. In the last section, simulation and experimental
results are compared and discussed in detail with the
objective of validating the proposed models.

4.1 Experimental set-up

Fig. 3 shows the complete laboratory set-up used in this
paper to obtain the experimental results. This set-up
consists of a standard 5.5 kW squirrel cage IM supplied by
the network (‘Under test’ in the figure). The rated variables
of the IM are shown in Table 1. This IM is coupled to
another IM supplied by a commercial torque-controlled
variable speed drive, which acts as a programmable load.

Figure 3 Experimental set-up

Table 1 IM technical data and parameters

Variable Value Parameter Value

Pn (kW/HP) 5.5/7.5 Rs (V) 0.9267

Vn (V) 220/380 Rr (V) 2.06

In (A) 19.9/11.1 RFe (V) 156.997

f (Hz) 50 Lls ¼ Llr (mH) 4.67

Tn (Nm) 35.00 M (mH) 155.597

cosf 0.82
6
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Two phase currents and two line voltages were logged and
measured by an oscillographic recorder (‘measurement
system’) with a sampling frequency of 8 kHz and 12 bit
of resolution. Finally, these electric signals were processed
by a PC.

As part of the experiments, SCF were produced in the IM
under test using the method proposed in [35] and
summarised in the Appendix.

4.2 Experimental and simulation results

The experimental results presented in this section were
obtained with three different asymmetrical SCF severities
that were performed, as it was pointed out in the previous
section, with the method proposed in [35]. The first column
of Table 2 shows the percentage of faulted lamination
(short-circuited), in one slot of the stator core, with respect
to the total lamination (0% represents the healthy motor).

For the different fault conditions, instantaneous power was
calculated from the measuring signals of input voltages and
currents and then the total no-load power (P0) was
calculated by integration. In addition, the core losses (PFe)
were estimated based on P0, stator copper losses (I 2Rs) and
windage and friction losses. The latter losses were
determined as it was proposed in [42], through a set of no-
load tests at different supply voltages. Because the IM is
working at no-load the rotor copper losses were neglected.

Second and third columns of Table 2 show P0 and PFe

for the different fault conditions. A significant increase of
both quantities because of SCF can be clearly observed;
this fact is consistent with the results obtained in [35].

Based on P0 for the different SCF severities, the new
parameters (DRFea, DRFeb and DRFec) of the proposed IM
model were adjusted. The other parameters of the IM were
determined by performing the no-load and locked-rotor
tests [37] and they are listed in Table 2.

With the objective of adjusting the new parameters of the IM,
real faults were performed. They were located 90 electrical
degree apart from the magnetic axis of the phase a, as can see
in Fig. 4. In this position, the increase of the PFe because of
the SCF for that phase is in its maximum value because the
flux in the yoke is maximum [36]. As it can be seen in Fig. 4,
Table 2 Experimental data for stator core faults

% of faulted
laminations

P0, W PFe, W DRFea, V h, % hPFe
, %

0 976.43 870.88 0 0 0

30 986.70 880.10 211.20 1.051 1.058

65 1055.04 947.21 234.02 8.050 8.764

100 1081.80 972.19 240.01 10.791 11.633
IET Electr. Power Appl., 2010, Vol. 4, Iss. 8, pp. 591–602
doi: 10.1049/iet-epa.2009.0281
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the angle between the fault axis and the other phases (b and c) is
the same. In this way, the increase of the power in each phase is
also the same and much smaller than that of phase a.

The theoretical fact pointed out in the last paragraph is
shown in Fig. 5, it depicts the increase of PFe per phase for
different fault severities in p.u. of PFe per phase for no-fault
conditions. The figure shows an important increase of the
losses in phase a (fault location) whereas in the other
phases (b and c) the losses remain almost constant and they
are an order smaller than the first one.

Therefore and just to simplify, the SCF were modelled and
simulated as concentrated in the phase a, considering that the
influence on the other phases are negligible. Hence, the
parameters DRFeb and DRFec were considered zero and
DRFea was adjusted so as to produce the same no-load
power (P0) than that produced by a real SCF, see Table 2.

Figure 4 Location of the SCF in the IM

Figure 5 Increase of PFe per phase for different percentage
of faulted lamination
ET Electr. Power Appl., 2010, Vol. 4, Iss. 8, pp. 591–602
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Table 2 also displays, in its fifth column, the SCF severity
factor (h) for different fault severity conditions. This factor
was defined as the increase of P0 for each fault condition
with respect to the no-fault condition, expressed in percent
(%) of P0 for no-fault conditions, as

h =
P0(faulted)

− P0(no-faulted)

P0(no-faulted)

100% (18)

The last column of Table 2 shows the SCF severity factor
calculated with the core losses (hPFe

), in the same way as
for h. This value (hPFe

) quantify the influence of SCF
more precisely than h, but in a practical point of view h is
easier to determine. In addition, the error between both
severity factors is small, as can be seen from the table.
Therefore in this paper h will be used.

The range of severity evaluated and shown in this section
can be considered as incipient SCF since the most severe
case just produces an increase in PFe of 11.63%.

Fig. 6 shows simulation results for the SCF currents against
the SCF severity factor. It is observed in the same figure that
the increase in Ĩ−f against the SCF severity factor is much
higher than that of the other two currents. It can be
concluded from these results that Ĩ−f shows the highest
sensitivity to estimate the SCF severity. From a practical
point of view the variation of Ĩ−f can be detected through
measuring Ĩ−s1 when Ṽ −s is zero (balanced voltage supply).

A real IM has inherent asymmetries and then Ĩ−s1 is not
zero. Therefore it was necessary to compensate that fact to
properly compare simulation and experimental results. For
this objective to be achieved, the negative-sequence stator
current increment (DĨ−s1), in p.u. of the IM rated
current (In), was defined. This increment was calculated as
the difference between the negative sequence stator
currents under SCF conditions and those for no-fault
conditions.

Figure 6 Simulation results for the SCF currents
597
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Figs. 7a and b show experimental (solid line) and
simulation (dashed line) results for the negative-sequence
stator current increment (DĨ−s1) against the SCF severity
factor for no-load and for 40% load, respectively. These
results were obtained under balanced supply voltage
conditions. From these figures, it can be concluded that
simulation and experimental data show a similar
behaviour and DĨ−s1 remains almost unchanged for
load torque variations. Based on their experience, the
authors think that the differences between simulation and
experimental results can be explained because of the
uncertainty in the IM parameters and inherent
asymmetries that are highly load dependent. These
inherent asymmetries can be expressed in additive or
subtractive form depending on the conditions, as can be
seen in Fig. 7b.

As it was suggested in Section 3, another possibility to
estimate the SCF severity is to analyse the behaviour of the
IM input negative sequence impedance magnitude (|Z−|).

Figure 7 Experimental and simulation results for DĨ−s1

a At no-load
b At 40% load
8
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This value is calculated from the IM sequence component
impedance matrix. However, it cannot be determined with
only one measured set of voltages and currents because off-
diagonal terms of the impedance matrix appear. Although
|Z−| can be approximated by (19), according to [43]

|Z−| =
|Ṽ −s|
|Ĩ−s1|

(19)

where |.| indicates modulus (magnitude).

Fig. 8a shows simulation (dashed line) and experimental
results (solid line) for |Z−| against the SCF severity factor.
These results were obtained from applying an unbalanced
supply voltage of about 3%, ([|Ṽ −s|/|Ṽ +s|]100) = 3% and
a load level of 75%. The load level of 75% was chosen
because |Z−| is highly influenced by light load level in
motors with closed rotor slots, as it was demonstrated in
[31] and [44]. These results show that a decrease of |Z−|

Figure 8 Experimental and simulation results for the
negative-sequence impedance at 75% load and 3% of
unbalanced supply voltage

a Modulus (magnitude)
b Real and imaginary parts of Z2
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corresponds to an increase of h. A difference between
simulation and experimental results can be observed when
the SCF severity factor is low. This difference occurs
because IM inherent asymmetries and the uncertainty in
parameters produce effects of the same order than those
produced by fault when the SCF severity factor is low.

Simulation and experimental results for both, real (R−)
and imaginary (X−) parts of the input negative sequence
impedance can be observed in Fig. 8b. The same figure
shows that as the severity factor increases, R− decreases
faster than X−, because of the variation of DRFea.

The increase of the negative sequence current also
produces an increase in the oscillating component of the
active power (p) at a frequency of 2ve. Fig. 9 shows the
amplitude increase of 2ve component of p, in p.u. of IM
rated total power, against SCF severity factor. As it was
demonstrated in [45, 46] this amplitude is the same as that
of the oscillating part of the instantaneous reactive power
(q) for an asymmetrical three-phase system; therefore in
this paper just the first one is shown. These results were
obtained with balanced supply voltage at no-load. It can be
concluded from the figure that simulation and experimental
results have the same trend with a small error between them.

Hence, it is possible to assert that all obtained simulation
results in this paper match those obtained experimentally,
in this way validating the model.

5 Conclusions
A new IM dynamic model in abc machine variables able to
represent asymmetrical SCF was proposed in this work.
This model is an extension of the model proposed to
represent core losses uniformly distributed in an IM core.
SCF were modelled as the decrement of the equivalent core
loss resistance at each phase that allows distributing the
effect of the fault among the three phases.

Figure 9 Experimental and simulation results for the
amplitude increase of 2ve component of p at no-load and
balanced supply voltage
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Based on the proposed dynamic model in abc machine
variables, two new models were deduced. The first one, in
qd0 variables, was used to implement dynamic simulations
and the other, in sequence components, was used to facilitate
the SCF analysis in steady state and to derive an equivalent
circuit. This circuit was used to analyse the effect of SCF on
the variables of the IM in steady state at rated frequency.

From this equivalent circuit and from simulation results, it was
concluded that there is a good correlation between SCF severity
and the magnitude of the IM stator negative sequence current.
Because the IM stator negative sequence current can be easily
measured, it can be used to evaluate the SCF. A drawback of
this proposal appears when the IM is supplied with an
unbalanced voltage that produces a similar effect, in this way it
masks the SCF effect on the negative sequence current.

Aiming to avoid the effect of the unbalanced supply
voltage the correlation between the SCF severity and the
magnitude of the IM input negative sequence impedance as
well as its real and imaginary components were also
evaluated. It was concluded that there is a good correlation
between the SCF severity and the negative sequence
impedance magnitude and its components; therefore these
variables represent other possibilities to evaluate the IM
core conditions. Finally, the good correlation between the
SCF severity and the amplitude increase of the 2ve

component of the active power was demonstrated.

With the objective of validating the proposed model some
experimental results were presented and compared with
simulation results. All the simulation results matched those
obtained experimentally, which validates the theoretical proposal.

Authors would like to propose some future work. It is well
known that SCF, winding turn faults and high-resistance
electrical connection produce similar effects. Therefore it
would be important to develop strategies to discriminate
the effect of each one. Finally, it can be remarked that the
models proposed in this paper can be used as tools for
developing new on-line methods for SCF diagnosis.
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8 Appendix
8.1 Experimental generation and
quantification of SCF

The method presented in [35] to generate and quantify SCF
consists in introducing a copper piece into a stator slot, as
shown in Fig. 10, to produce a short circuit in the core
laminations. This method allows generating non-
destructive faults and the experiment repeatability to study
the phenomenon in depth.

The ‘loop test’ [11], was used to validate the proposed
method. This test consists in generating the rated
frequency flux inside the stator core through a test coil.

When the test coil is energised and in the presence of
a fault, hot spots appear in the core that can be
detected by a thermal imaging camera, as shown in Fig. 11.

Figure 10 Short circuit of the stator core lamination
through a copper piece
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In this particular case, the severity factor is h ¼ 8.050
(see Table 2).

In this experiment, the core temperature was measured in
two different points: the area around the fault (point 1) and
that between the fault and the test coil (point 2), as shown in
Fig. 12.

Figs. 13a and b show temperature increase (DTcore) with
respect to room temperature against time, at points 1 and
2, respectively.

From the analysis of these figures, it can be concluded that
as the severity factor increases, temperature also increases in
both, around the fault and in the rest of the core. It can
also be observed that for more intense faults, this
temperature increase is of about 158C. That is why these
faults are considered incipient for this IM. All these
considerations validate the method proposed and developed
in the present work.

Figure 11 Thermal image of the stator core during the loop
test
2
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Figure 13 Temperature increase with respect to room
temperature

a Point 1
b Point 2

Figure 12 Physical disposition of the test coil and the
measuring points
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